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Standard Operating Procedure –                                    
Depth and GPS Coordinates 
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1 POINT OF CONTACT 

NAME:   Peter Linderoth, Save the Sound / CFE, Water Quality Program Manager 
ADDRESS: 545 Tompkins Ave, 3rd Floor, Mamaroneck, NY 10543 
EMAIL:  plinderoth@savethesound.org  
PHONE:  914-263-6233 

2  OBJECTIVE 

Determine the total depth at the station. Determine the GPS coordinates of the station. Frequency of 
sampling and daily order of events are specified in the “UWS Sampling Plan SOP.” 

mailto:plinderoth@savethesound.org
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3 DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Embayment: A recess in a coastline or an indentation off a shoreline which forms a bay. In Long Island 
Sound, the names of embayments often include the words Harbor (27%), River (23%), Cove (19%), 
Bay (10%), Creek (10%), and Pond (7%); with a few including the names Brook, Gut, Inlet, or Lake. 

Field Team: Person or group of people working together to sample a station. 

Monitoring Group: The group conducting the field work. 

Section: The reporting regions for the embayment report card. Each section must include a minimum of 
three stations. Sections will be assigned a unique name by the UWS; examples are included below. 

Number of Sections 1 2 3 

Name of Sections whole inner   outer inner  middle  outer 

Abbreviations for Sections W I         O I           M          O 

Site: The whole embayment, as defined by the UWS list. Each site has a unique three letter code 
assigned by the UWS; for example, Little Neck Bay, NY is “LNE”. 

SOP: Standard operating procedure; this document is a SOP. 

Station: The location where samples are collected, identified by a GPS location. 

UWS: Unified Water Study 

UWS Coordinator: The person designated as the point of contact for the UWS. 

UWS Scientific Advisor: Estuarine or water quality scientists designated as advisors to the UWS.  

4 OVERVIEW 

A graduated line is weighted and used for recording total depth (m) at a station.  Acceptable alternatives 
include commercial depth finder (“fish finder”) or multiparameter sonde depth reading.  

A GPS unit is used to obtain GPS coordinates for the station on each field day. A Smart Phone app is an 
acceptable alternative. A second reading is taken at one station per embayment per sample day to 
assess precision. GPS Coordinates for the target station will be generated when you are working through 
the station selection process (“UWS Station Selection SOP”). You will record the GPS position of your 
actual location at each station for each sample date. If you do not record the GPS points, your data can 
still be used as part of the UWS. However, every effort should be made to record the GPS coordinates 
because your actual location while on station will not be on the targeted GPS coordinates (which is 
fine!). The goal with obtaining the GPS coordinates is to roughly verify that you were in the right spot. 
The coordinates are also used when there is confusion about the name of a station. If you think you are 
at station 1, but the UWS map has it listed as station 5, the GPS coordinates will help sort things out. 

Dead reckoning to get yourself on station should only be used if your GPS options have failed or if you 
are in a small enough embayment that station location can accurately be done by dead reckoning. Verify 
the suitability of this option by discussing your plans with the UWS Coordinator. 
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5 SOURCES 

These procedures are based on the EPA Volunteer Estuary Monitoring Manual (EPA, 2007). The EPA 
Volunteer Estuary Monitoring Manual (EPA, 2007) provides a wealth of specific data for monitoring 
groups. All groups should refer to the EPA manual for specific guidance. 

6 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

See the “Water Quality Equipment SOP” for details on equipment options. 

o Depth sampling device. Options include: 

 weighted, graduated line, with divisions every 0.1 m 

 commercial depth sounder 

 bring a weighted line in case readings are not correct 

 multiparameter sonde with depth sensor 

 calibrate depth before each sample day 

o GPS coordinate sampling device. Options include: 

 Marine GPS unit  

 Apps are available for your smart phone that allow you to easily log and return to GPS 
coordinates. The accuracy of the GPS on your phone is dependent on Wi-Fi signals and 
cellular signals. 

 “Bad Elf GPS for Lightning Connector” is a module that connects to your Apple device 
and provides access to the GPS satellites directly to your phone. We have not tried this 
one out, but it has promise, as do other similar smart phone add-ons. 

 Dead reckoning to get yourself on station should only be used if your GPS options have 
failed or if you are in a small enough embayment that station location can accurately be 
done by dead reckoning. Verify the suitability of this option by discussing your plans 
with the UWS Coordinator. 

7 METHODS 

7.1 Preparation 

 If using a weighted line: 

o Examine the line for wear or damage. 

o Measure the increments to ensure line has not stretched or shrank. 
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 If using a depth sounder: 

o Bring a weighted line for verification of readings (once per day) and in case depth 
sounder does not work. Seagrass on the bottom interferes with the depth sounder 
“seeing” the bottom; the depth sounder may not work in very shallow water. 

 If using a multiparameter sonde: 

o Calibrate the depth sensor according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This may be 
done in the field, where you have deeper water to work with. 

 GPS device 

o Check batteries 

o Within 2 days of the sampling trip, read the GPS coordinates of a reference station on 
land (refer to “UWS Station Selection SOP” for more details on this reference station). 
These readings will be used to assess the precision of your GPS method. 

7.2 Field Collection and Processing 

METERED LINE 

1. Attach weight to line. 

a. A sonde with cable can be attached to the calibrated line.  The bottom of the weight 
should be 0.5 m below the sonde sensors to allow for measurement explained in sonde 
SOP. The calibrated line is not necessary if the sonde records depth. 

2. Slowly lower line until the weight reaches the bottom. 

3. Mark the line at the surface of the water (pinch with finger).  

4. Determine the depth of the station. 

5. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 

6. At least once per day per embayment (usually the last station of the day), take the reading 
again. 

COMMERCIAL DEPTH SOUNDER 

1. Determine the depth of the station by reading the display. 

2. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 

3. At least once per day (first station), use a metered line to confirm the accuracy of the depth 
reading. If the depth sounder does not agree within 0.3 m, use the metered line. 

4. At least once per day per embayment (usually the last station of the day), take the reading 
again. 

MULTIPARAMETER SONDE 

1. Determine the depth of the station by reading the display. 

2. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 

3. At least once per day (first station), lower the sonde to a known depth and verify the reading. If 
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the depth reading from sonde does not agree within 0.3 m, use the metered line.  

4. At least once per day per embayment (usually the last station of the day), take the reading 
again. 

GPS DEVICE 

1. Determine the GPS coordinates of the station by reading the display. 

2. At least once per day per embayment (usually the last station of the day), take the reading 
again. 

3. Within 2 days of the sampling trip, read the GPS coordinates of a reference station on land.  

7.3 Sample Storage 

Not applicable. 

7.4 Laboratory Analysis 

Not applicable. 

8 TROUBLESHOOTING / HINTS 

 Secure the free end of the depth line to a cleat or piling to avoid losing the entire line overboard. 

 Always carry a copy of this SOP and the relevant parameter-specific SOPs. 

 Print out the “quick sheets” for relevant SOPs to use as a reminder in the field. Do not laminate 
these as you will want to add notes. A plastic page-protector taped close can be used to keep these 
sheets dry. 

9 DATA PROCESSING AND STORAGE 

The UWS coordinator will be the custodian of the finalized data files. The UWS coordinator will maintain 
a database which includes the unique site codes, section codes, and station codes for the embayment. 
Each unique station code will be affiliated with the corresponding GPS for the station. 

The monitoring group is responsible for obtaining data, entering data into the UWS data template, and 
delivering the data to the UWS coordinator. 

The monitoring group is responsible for assuring that the correct unique station ID assigned by the UWS 
is properly matched with the local organizations station ID codes. Both codes (monitoring group’s 
station code and UWS unique station ID) will be entered into the data template, along with the GPS 
coordinates. 

Field data entry, data entry into the Excel-based data entry template, and reporting of data are covered 
in the “Recording and Reporting SOP.” 
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10 REFERENCES 

EPA, 2007, Volunteer Estuary Monitoring, A Methods Manual, Second Edition. Orhrel Jr., R.L., Register, 
K.M. (Eds.). The Ocean Conservancy & EPA. 396 p. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
09/documents/2007_04_09_estuaries_monitoruments_manual.pdf   

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/2007_04_09_estuaries_monitoruments_manual.pdf
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11 Quick Sheet – Depth & GPS Coordinates 

For depth and GPS - At least once per day per embayment (usually the last station of the day), 
take the reading again. 

 Secure the free end of the depth line to a cleat or piling to avoid losing the entire line overboard. 
 
Preparation 

 If using a weighted line: 
o Examine the line for wear or damage. 
o Measure the increments to ensure line has not stretched or shrank. 

 If using a depth sounder: 
o Bring a weighted line for verification of readings (once per day) and in case depth 

sounder does not work. 
 If using a multiparameter sonde: 

o Calibrate the depth sensor according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This may be 
done in the field, where you have deeper water to work with. 

o Bring a weighted line for verification of readings (once per day) and in case sonde depth 
is inaccurate. 

 GPS device 
o Check batteries 
o Within 2 days of the sampling trip, read the GPS coordinates of a reference station on 

land. This will be used to assess the precision of your GPS method. 
 
Field Collection and Processing 
METERED LINE 

1. Attach weight to line. 
a. A sonde with cable can be attached to the calibrated line.  The bottom of the weight should 

be 0.5 m below the sonde sensors to allow for measurement explained in sonde SOP.  
2. Slowly lower line until the weight reaches the bottom. 
3. Mark the line at the surface of the water (pinch with finger).  
4. Determine the depth of the station. 
5. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 

COMMERCIAL DEPTH SOUNDER 
1. Determine the depth of the station by reading the display. 
2. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 
3. At least once per day (first station), use a metered line to confirm the accuracy of the depth 

reading. If the depth sounder does not agree within 0.3 m, use the metered line. 
MULTIPARAMETER SONDE 

1. Determine the depth of the station by reading the display. 
2. Record max depth to the nearest 0.1 m on field data sheet. 
3. At least once per day (first station), use a metered line to confirm the accuracy of the depth 

reading. If the depth reading from sonde does not agree within 0.3 m, use the metered line. 
GPS DEVICE 

1. Determine the GPS coordinates of the station by reading the display. 
2. Within 2 days of the sampling trip, read the GPS coordinates of a reference station on land. 


